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  است اختیارینمره به صورت  4نمره میباشد که  24دانش آموزان گرامی مجموع بارم سواالت . 
 هستند در جلوی سوال مشخص شده اند  اختیاریواالتی که به صورت س . 

 
************************************************************************************** 
I) Vocabulary:  

A: Complete the following sentences based one the pictures. There is on extra picture. (2 points) 

      
 

1. ……… pumps blood round the body. 
2. Thomas Edison invented the first …………. . 
3. If you don’t have a ……….. , you can’t go abroad.  
4. Sahara is the largest ………… in Africa.  

 
B: Fill in the blanks with the words given. (one word is extra)  (3 points) 
 
             against – without – defend – medicine – probably – hospitable – embassy 

5. My brother is going to study ……………. at university.  

6. We are ……………… going to visit historical sites in Shiraz this summer. 

7. White cells defend our body ……………… microbes. 

8. Every year, a lot of tourists travel to Iran because Iranian people are …………… .  

9. You need to go to …………… to get your visa. 

10. Everybody knows that no success is possible ………….. hard work.   
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C: Check the best choice. (2 points)  

11. The Great Wall of China is among seven ……………. of the world.  

a ) suggestions                b ) cultures                     c) wonders                       d) cities    

12. Amazing nature of Iran …………… a lot of tourists every year. 

 a ) orbits                         b ) attends                      c ) defends                       d ) attracts 

13. ………….……… it didn’t rain while we were playing football outside. 

 a ) Instead                     b ) Fortunately                c ) Of course                   d ) Suddenly  

 

14. Mina should make a/an …………….…… between her family and her job. 

a ) image                          b ) choice                        c ) culture                       d ) site 

D: One odd out. (1 point) 

15. a) hospitable              b) polite                    c) kind                       d) angry 

16. a) inventor                 b) researcher           c) farmer                  d) thinker 

II) Grammar: 

 A: Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words given. (2 points) 

17. We cannot ……………………………. Chinese. It is very difficult. ( to speak )(اختیاری) 

18. The scientists found the facts ……………………………. . ( they )(اختیاری) 

19. When he ……………………………… math problems, his brother came to his room. ( solve ) 

20. Ahmad is .................................... boy in his family. ( tall ) 

B: Check the best choice. (2 points)  

21. The tourists arrived ---------------- Shiraz ------------- midnight.(اختیاری) 
a. to / in   b. on / at   c. in / on   d. in / at 

22. Maryam and I ------------------- did the experiment on blood cells . 
a. myself  b. herself  c. themselves   d. ourselves 
 
23.You ----------------------- listen to loud music. It ------------------------- hurt your ears.(اختیاری) 
a. can’t / must b. may/ shouldn’t  c. shouldn’t / may  d. should / may 
 
24. While Razi ------------------------- in Ray Hospital, he taught medicine to many young people. 
a. was working  b. is working   c. worked    d. were working 
 
C: Unscramble the words to make new sentences. (1 point) 
 
25. beautiful  -   in  -   museum  -  this   -   the   -   is  -   picture   -   most   -  the . 
 
26. were   -   arrived   -    what   -   your  -   when   -   doing   -   you  -   father ? (اختیاری) 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

III ) WRITING: 

A: Write the correct form of the words in parentheses. (2 points) 
 
27.  I ………… your help now. I can’t solve the problem. (need) 

28. The teacher was happy because all the students answered the questions ………….. .(correct)(اختیاری) 

29. Does your father drive fast? No, he usually drives ------------------------ ( good ) and carefully.(اختیاری) 

30. A woman saw those dangerous ( wolf ) ------------------------- in the zoo. 

 
 
 
 
  B: Write the words in the right columns. (3 points) 
 
cheetah / amazing / believe / Mashhad / drink / well 
 
 

31. 
 
 
 
 
IV) Reading: 
A. Read the text and choose the best options to complete it. (3 points) 
 
Travel is about visiting new places and …….32…. new people. When visiting a…….33…….,a traveler 
should take care of people and places. So, before any travel, we must pay attention to some points. 
First, we must read as much as possible about the main tourist ….34…….that we are going to visit.   
…….35……. the Internet is an easy way to know about them. Also, learning a few words and phrases of 
the local language can be very useful. When we meet local people, we must not forget that we are 
guests! So, we must …36……their way of living. If we visit natural places such as lakes, forests and 
………37………., we must protect the plants and wild animals. In this way, every travel can be a great 
experience for us. 
 
32. a) watching   b) meeting   c) listening   d) writing 
33. a) sky    b) vacation   c) season   d) destination 
34. a) behaviors  b) opinions   c) attractions   d) ideas 
35. a) Searching   b) Reading   c) Writing   d) Looking 
36. a) destroy    b) like    c) donate  d) respect 
37. a) plants   b) plans  c) plains   d) planets 

 

 

 
State verb 

 
 Action verb 
 

 
  Adverb 
 (اختیاری)

 
Adjective 
 

 
Proper noun 

 
Common noun 
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B: Read the text and answer the questions. (3 points) 

Albert Einstein was a world-famous scientist. He was born in Germany in 1879. As a young boy, he 

didn’t do well at school. He liked to study math and science at home by himself. In 1895, Einstein’s 

family moved to Milan, Italy. In 1901, he got a job in Bern, Switzerland. When he was not at work, he 

did research on physics. He became a professor of physics at many universities such as Berlin. But his 

wife did not like Berlin, so she and their sons went back to Switzerland. In 1915, he finished his Theory 

of Relativity. This made him very famous. Einstein did not believe in war, so he left Germany and went 

to the United States. He died in Princeton, New Jersey in 1955. 

38. Einstein was an excellent student at school.                   TRUE / FALSE 

39. He spent a part of his life without his family.                  TRUE / FALSE 

40. Einstein passed away at the age of …………………… . 

41. According to the passage, he lived in …………………. countries. 

     a. 3   b. 4   c. 2   d. 5 

42. Why did his family go back to Switzerland? 

43. What made Einstein very famous?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 GOOD LUCK 


